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Fig. 1. Bayer CFA pattern with the GRGR phase in the first row. 
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Abstract — This paper introduces a color filter array (CFA) 
image indexing approach for cost-effective consumer electronics 
with image capturing capability. Using a secret sharing 
technique, the proposed method indexes captured images directly 
in the single sensor digital camera, mobile phone and pocket 
device by embedding metadata information in the CFA domain. 
The metadata are used to determine ownership, capturing device 
identification numbers, and to provide time and location 
information. Additional semantic information could be added in 
the metadata by the end-user through the mobile phone’s or 
pocket device’s keyboard. After the metadata are embedded to the 
CFA image, the subsequent demosaicking step reconstructs a full 
color RGB image with excellent visual quality. The metadata 
information can be extracted from the CFA images. Alternatively, 
it can be recovered by the demosaicked images in personal image 
databases using PC software commonly available by camera 
manufacturers or with conventional public image database tools. 
The uniqueness and efficiency of the proposed approach are 
demonstrated here by employing a common Bayer CFA based 
imaging pipeline, however, the approach is suitable for other, 
non-Bayer CFA patterns, as well. 1 

 

Index Terms — Consumer electronics, single-sensor imaging, 

digital camera image processing, image databases, image indexing, 

metadata, secret sharing, visual cryptography, Bayer pattern, color 

filter array interpolation, demosaicking. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Cost–effective consumer electronics, such as digital cameras, 
pocket devices, wireless phones, and imaging devices for 
surveillance and automotive applications capture the image scene 
using a single imaging sensor [1],[2]. The sensor, usually a charge-
coupled device (CCD) [3] or complementary metal oxide 
semiconductor (CMOS) [4] sensor, is essentially a monochromatic 
device and thus, it should be used in conjunction with a color filter 
array (CFA) to capture all the three, Red-Green-Blue (RGB) 
primary colors at the same time [5],[6]. The CFA image 
constitutes a mosaic-like gray-scale image since each pixel in the 
array stores a single value using  spectrally selective filters [7],[8]. 
To produce the full-color RGB image, the two missing color 
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components must be estimated from the adjacent pixels using the 
CFA interpolation or demosaicking process [7]-[9]. 

A number of CFAs, varying in the arrangements of the color 
filters and their design characteristics, have been proposed. A 
Bayer CFA (Fig. 1) [10] is commonly used in consumer electronic 
devices due to the simplicity of the subsequent demosaicking steps 
and for this reason is used throughout this paper. By allocating 
more spatial samples (50%) to the G plane, the Bayer CFA 
improves the perceived sharpness of the digital image, since it is 
well-known that the human visual system (HVS) is more sensitive 
to luminance which is composed primarily of green light [9],[11]. 

In this paper, we introduce a new CFA data based image 
indexing solution, where a single-sensor captured image is 
connected to digital databases using embedded metadata. 
Depending on the consumer electronics device employed, the 
metadata can vary in the type and amount of the information to be 
processed. For example, images captured by common digital 
cameras can be automatically indexed using the camera’s 
identification number, ownership information and a time stamp. In 
imaging enabled phones, the advanced, satellite tracking based 
solutions can be used to provide location stamps. Furthermore, 
metadata can be completed by adding semantic content through 
the mobile phone’s or pocket device’s keyboard. To unify the 
approach for imaging solutions, which allow for image storing in 
either raw (CFA) or demosaicked (RGB) formats, the proposed 
method indexes captured images directly in the capturing device 
by embedding metadata information in the CFA domain. 

The indexing operations are performed through the bit-level 
based secret sharing concepts of [12],[13] due to their capability to 
perfectly reconstruct the input (secret) data using very simple 
implementation steps. In order to preserve the highest perceptual 
quality of the captured image, the proposed CFA indexer operates 
on the least significant bits of R and B CFA samples. By 
employing the indexed CFA image, the subsequent demosaicking 
solution produces a full color, demosaicked, image which is 
perceptually identical to the one reconstructed using the non-
indexed, original CFA data. 
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Fig. 2. Bayer CFA image: (a) raw sensor data, (b) CFA data arranged 

as a color image, (c) extracted samples corresponding to R CFA 

locations, (d) extracted samples corresponding to G CFA locations, (e) 

extracted samples corresponding to B CFA locations. 
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CFA data demosaicking storing

digital camera

(b)

CFA data demosaickingstoring

digital camera personal computer (PC)

storing

Fig. 3. Camera image processing architectures: (a) the solution with 

the demosaicking step performed by the digital camera, (b) the solution 

with the demosaicking step performed by the personal computer. 
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Fig. 4. Generalized demosaicking approach. 

The metadata information should be extracted from either 
the CFA images or the demosaicked images in personal image 
databases using PC software commonly available by camera 
manufacturers. Alternatively, conventional public image 
database tools such as the well-known World Wide Media 
eXchange (WWMX) database [14] can be used instead. Thus, 
the proposed approach helps to authenticate, organize and 
retrieve images in personal digital databases. The vast number 
of captured images and the exponentially growing market with 
image-enabled consumer electronics give us a good reason to 
believe that the proposed image indexing concept will be of 
great importance to the end-users, database software 
programmers, and consumer electronics manufacturers. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 
the fundamentals of Bayer CFA based demosaicking are 
briefly described for completeness. The proposed secret-
sharing based camera image indexing solution is introduced in 
Section III. Motivation and design characteristics are 
discussed in detail. In Section IV, the proposed solution is 
tested using a variety of color images. Comparisons, in terms 
of performance, between indexed and non-indexed 
demosaicked images are also provided. Finally, conclusions 
are drawn in Section V. 

II. BAYER CFA BASED IMAGING FUNDAMENTALS 

Let us consider a digital camera solution operating on the 
Bayer CFA shown in Fig. 1. Due to the monochromatic nature 
of the sensor, the raw CFA data constitute a 1 2K K×  gray-
scale image 2:z Z Z→ , such as the one depicted in Fig. 2a. 
This CFA image represents a two-dimensional matrix of 
integer samples ( , ) ,r sz  with 11, 2,...,r K=  and 21,2,...,s K=  
denoting the image rows and columns, respectively. Based on 
the arrangements of color filters in the Bayer CFA, the gray-
scale image z  can be transformed to a 1 2K K×  color (RGB) 
image 2 3: Z Z→x  depicted in Fig. 2b, as follows [1],[7]: 
 

( , )

( , ) ( , )

( , )

[ ,0,0] for  odd and  even,

[0,0, ] for  even and  odd,

[0, ,0] otherwise.

r s

r s r s

r s

z r s

z r s

z

=x  (1) 

where ( , )r sz  are sensor data and ( , ) ( , )1 ( , )2 ( , )3[ , , ]r s r s r s r sx x x=x  
denote an RGB vector with ( , )r s kx  indicating the R ( 1)k = , G 
( 2)k =  and B ( 3)k =  component. Thus, the color image x  
represents a two-dimensional matrix of three-component 
samples. Visual inspection of the images depicted in Figs. 2a,b 
reveals that both images z  and x  have a mosaic-like structure 
due to the fact that the spatial locations ( , )r s  correspond to 
different (RGB) spectral bands, as shown in Figs. 2c-e. 

The demosaicking procedure recovers missing color 
components from the adjacent Bayer data using an interpolator 
operating in the spectral (color) domain [7],[15]. As shown in 
Fig. 3, the demosaicking solution can be implemented in i) 
a conventional digital camera (Fig. 3a) which stores the 
demosaicked (RGB) output, or in ii) a companion personal 
computer (PC) which interfaces with the digital camera which 
stores the images in the raw CFA format (Fig. 3b). Both above 
processing pipelines can use the same demosaicking solution 
[7], however, the approach depicted in Fig. 3b allows for the 
utilization of sophisticated demosaicking schemes which 
cannot, due to their complexity, be embedded in the 
conventional camera image processing pipeline (Fig. 3a) 
which has to operate under real-time constraints. 

Fig. 4 depicts the block diagram representation of 
a common demosaicking solution, [7]. This framework 
generalizes most, if not all, demosaicking schemes. As shown 
in Fig. 4, the characteristics of the demosaicking procedure are 
essentially determined by the edge-sensing mechanism and the 
spectral model. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5. A {2,2}-VSS scheme: (a) input image, (b,c) share images, 

(d) output, decrypted image with a processing error. 

(a)  (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7. A {2,2} bit-level based secret sharing scheme: (a) input CFA 

mage, (b,c) share images, (d) output, decrypted CFA image identical to 

the input shown in (a). 

(a)   (b)  (c) (d)

Fig. 8. An advanced {2,2} bit-level based secret sharing scheme: 

(a) input CFA mage, (b,c) share images, (d) output, decrypted CFA 

image identical to the input shown in (a). 

(a)  (b)

 (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 6. A halftoning based {2,2}-VSS scheme: (a) input CFA mage, 

(b) halftone version of the input, (c,d) share images, (e) output, decrypted 

image with a processing error. 

The edge-sensing mechanism is used to direct the 
interpolation process along edges thus preserving the sharpness 
and structural information of the demosaicked image. The edge 
sensitivity is usually controlled by parameters, such as the 
weighting coefficients [5],[7],[16],[17] which can be determined 
in an automated manner or they can be controlled by the and-
user [7].  

The spectral model is used to preserve the spectral correlation 
that exists between the color components of the natural image 
[11]. The use of the spectral models allows for the utilization of 
the essential spectral information during demosaicking and helps 
the process to eliminate spectral artifacts and color shifts in the 
demosaicked image. Following the dominant contribution of the 
G information to the human perception, a common feature in the 
spectral models in [15], [18]-[20] is that they incorporate RG or 
BG spectral characteristics into the interpolation process. The 
interesting reader can find additional information on both the 
edge-sensing mechanism and the spectral models in [7],[15]. 

III. PROPOSED CFA IMAGE INDEXING SOLUTION 

It was already mentioned that the development of indexing tools 
for images that the camera captures will help to authenticate, 
organize and retrieve the images in both personal and public 
image databases. In this paper, the single-sensor captured images 
are indexed by adding metadata information into the image 
content. The use of both the processing pipelines shown in Fig. 3 
necessitates the development of a universal image indexing 
approach. Since the only common feature of both pipelines is 
that they capture the image in the raw CFA format, we introduce 
a method which indexes captured images directly in the CFA 
domain. In order to design a cost-effective, real-time processing 
solution, the proposed here method is designed to embed the 
metadata information using secret sharing concepts. 

A. Overview of the image secret sharing solutions 

Secret sharing approaches are utilized to secure transmission 
in multimedia and mobile public networks when the networks 
are used to transmit private images such as digital documents 
[21] and personal digital photographs [22],[23]. The existing 
solutions are generalized using the so-called { , }k n -scheme [21]-
[24], which encrypts the secret image into n  noise-like shares 
which are then distributed amongst n  recipients. The secret 
image is revealed if at least k  shares are available for 
decryption. Among the numerous { , }k n -solutions, the simple 
{2,2} -schemes listed in the sequence are the most popular due 
to their use as a private-key cryptographic solution 
[13],[22],[25]. 

Fig. 5 depicts a {2,2} -visual secret sharing (VSS) scheme 
[24],[25]. By utilizing the transparent/frosted representation of 
the shares printed on transparencies, the scheme uses the 
properties of the HVS to force the recognition of a secret 
message from overlapping shares without additional 
computations or any knowledge of cryptography. By stacking 
both shares on an overhead projector the secret image is visually 
revealed. However, such a solution is not suitable for digital 
processing and due to the nature of the algorithm, the approach: 
i) operates on binary or binarized inputs, ii) increases the spatial 
dimension of both shares and output image and iii) introduces 
a number of visual impairments to the output image.  

Fig. 6 depicts the images recorded using a halftoning based 
{2,2} -VSS scheme [26],[27]. In order to process gray-scale or 
color images via a VSS-based solution, a halftoning procedure 
[28] is needed in order to convert continuous-tone images into 
halftone images with a binary representation. The halftone image 
is then passed to the encryptor which produces the two binary 
shares. The shares are then printed on transparencies and stacked 
together to visually reveal the secret image. The halftoning based 
VSS scheme also alters the spatial resolution of the input and 
does not restore the input to its original quality. Moreover, the 
fact that the output is not recovered in digital form limits the 
applicability of VSS schemes in image processing applications. 
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Fig. 10. Arrangement of the colored subarrays using the CFA data 

( , )r sz shown in Fig. 1. 

(a)

eq.(2)

(b)

eq.(2)

MSB

MSB

LSB

LSB

Fig. 11. Bit levels of the extracted R and B component of the CFA 

image shown in Fig. 2: (a) R component, (b) B component. The bit planes 

are listed from the MSB (left) to the LSB (right) plane.  

CFA data registration

metadata
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information

indexed
CFA data
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information

capturing device
information
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Fig. 9. CFA image indexing concept. The metadata can contains: 

(a) capturing device identification number, ownership and time stamps, 

(b) location stamps, and (c) semantic information provided by the 

end-user via the device’s keyboard and/or microphone. 

The {2,2} -secret sharing scheme in [12] operates on the bit 
planes of the digital input. Thus, the scheme generates the 
shares with a bit representation identical to the one of the input 
image. Visual inspection of the images shown in Fig. 7 reveals 
that although the input image and the produced shares have 
different spatial dimensions, the decryption procedure 
produces an output image which is identical to the input. This 
suggests that this private-key cryptographic solution satisfies 
the perfect reconstruction property [22],[23]. 

Finally, Fig. 8 depicts the images produced by the advanced 
solution of [13]. Similarly to the {2,2} -secret sharing scheme 
in [12], the advanced solution performs cryptographic 
processing on bit planes and thus, it preserves the bit-
representation of the shares, producing an output image 
identical to the input image. Since the scheme encrypts each 
pixel into the share pixels instead of blocks of share pixels as it 
is done in Figs. 5-7, the spatial resolution of the shares remain 
unchanged during processing. In addition, the scheme recover 
the input image with perfect reconstruction. Therefore, the 
solution of [13] will be utilized in the sequence to meet the 
design objective of this proposal. 

 

B. Proposed CFA image indexing procedure 

The proposed CFA image indexing solution can be 
universally used in both the single-sensor capturing device 
architectures depicted in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 9, the CFA 
image indexing concept is based on metadata which can be 
populated with information coming from different sources 
such as the capturing device, a satellite navigation system, or 
by the end user using the device’s keyboard and/or 
microphone. Thus, the metadata can vary in type and the 
amount of the information to be processed. In addition to the 
capturing device identification number, ownership or time 
stamps, which constitute the information to be automatically 
supplied by all single-sensor consumer electronics devices, the 
use of a mobile phone [29],[30], personal digital assistant 
(PDA) [31],[32] or other pocket-size devices [33] offers 
further possibilities. Through the mobile location estimation 
and determination tools [29],[30], a single-sensor wireless 
device can index the CFA data with the location stamps.  

Probably the most efficient way to represent the metadata 
leads to the use of a series of the bits which can be arranged as 
a binary image or two-dimensional binary field. Due to the 
binary nature of metadata information, one bit-level of the 
CFA image z  can be used to index the CFA data with the 
supplied metadata via the secret sharing based encryption 
approach of [13]. The highest perceptual quality of the 
captured image is thus ensured by performing the indexing 
operations on the LSB plane of .z  Since the G component of 
the captured image contributes mostly to the essential for the 
HVS luminance the proposed CFA indexer should strictly 
affect only the R and B component of the captured data. 
Finally, due to the use of the {2,2} -secret sharing concepts, 
each metadata bit is encrypted into two bits of the indexed 
CFA image and thus, the maximum size of LSB based 
metadata information is limited (Fig. 10) to size of 1 2/2 /2K K×  
which denotes the number of R or B CFA locations in .z  It 
should be noted that the addition of a simple end-of-file mark 
in metadata information allows for indexing the CFA image 
with trivial binary sequences. To demonstrate the processing 
steps performed by the proposed solution, a 1 2/2 /2K K×  binary 
array of the metadata bits is used in the sequence. 

Let us consider a 1 2/2 /2K K×  binary image m  which 
represents a two-dimensional matrix of binary (metadata) 
samples ( , ) ,u vm  with 11, 2,..., / 2u K=  and 21, 2,..., / 2.v K=  
Let us also consider that each integer sample ( , )r sz  of the CFA 
image z  to be indexed using the metadata image m  is 
represented by B  bits as follows [34]: 
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Fig. 12. Block scheme representation of the proposed CFA image 

indexing procedure. 
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Fig. 13. Block scheme representation of the digital camera image 

database architecture. 

 
1 1 2 2 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )2 2 ... 2B B B B
r s r s r s r s r sz z z z z− − −= + + + +  (2) 

 
where ( , )r s  denotes the spatial location in z  and ( , )

b
r sz  

indicates the bit value at the bit level 1, 2,..., .b B=  Using (2) 
the CFA image z  is decomposed into a series of B  binary 
images (Fig. 11), with b B=  denoting the LSB plane.  

It is evident that a number of encryption functions can be 
used to combine the LSB plane with the binary metadata. To 
provide the most cost-effective solution, the proposed scheme 
performs the image indexing operation as follows: 

  

{ }
{ }

( , )
(2 1,2 ) (2 ,2 1) ( , )

( , )

[0,1],[1,0] if  1
, ( )

[0,0],[1,1] if  0
u vB B

u v u v e u v
u v

m
z z f m

m− −

=
= ∈

=
 (3) 

 
where (2 1,2 )

B
u vz −  and (2 ,2 1)

B
u vz −  denote the LSB of R or B CFA 

component (.,.)z , respectively. Based on the values of u  and v  
which determine the spatial location ( , )u v  of the metadata 

( , )u vm  in the binary image m , the necessary R and B CFA 
samples are extracted from z  in a fully automated manner. 

The mapping in (3) is guided by a random number generator 
which determines randomly the character of the indexed LSB 
plane of the R and B CFA components. To ensure the random 
nature of the encryption, the electronic noise sources [35] 
naturally present in the single-sensor capturing device could be 
used to encrypt the metadata bit ( , )u vm  via the encryption 
function (.)ef  in (3). To simulate such a random process, the 
conventional rand function that is built in to common 
programming tools, is used throughout  this paper. Based on 
the actual value of the metadata information ( , )u vm , the image 
indexing process determines the indexed R and B LSB from 
the sets {[0,1],[1,0]}  for the high ( ( , ) 1u vm = ) or from the sets 
{[0,0],[1,1]}  for the low ( ( , ) 0u vm = ) value of ( , )u vm . 

 

Fig. 12 shows a system level diagram of the proposed CFA 
image indexing solution. The metadata are encrypted into two 
share-like binary, encrypted metadata images. Each one of the 
encrypted metadata images is further registered with the R and B 
LSB planes of the input CFA image via (3). In this way, the 
procedure generates an indexed CFA image, which can be stored 
or processed in the subsequent demosaicking procedure 
following the scenario depicted in Fig. 3.  

 
C. Proposed metadata extraction procedure 

Using the CFA image indexing operations a single-sensor 
captured image can be connected to a digital repository via the 
embedded metadata. As shown in Fig. 13, both the indexed CFA 
images or their demosaicked variants can be archived uniquely 
organized and retrieved in digital databases using the extracted 
metadata information.  

The metadata extraction procedure recovers the original 
metadata bits ( , )u vm  by processing the LSB plane of the indexed 
CFA or demosaicked image. If the indexed CFA image z  is 
considered, following (3) the metadata extraction procedure 
classifies the original binary pixel ( , )u vm  as one or zero using the 
following operation:  

 

(2 1,2 ) (2 ,2 1)
( , ) (2 1,2 ) (2 ,2 1)

(2 1,2 ) (2 ,2 1)

1 if  
( , )

0 if  

B B
u v u vB B

u v d u v u v B B
u v u v

z z
m f z z

z z
− −

− −
− −

≠
= ∈

=
 (4) 

 
If the metadata are to be extracted from the demosaicked 

image, following (1) which denotes the arrangements of the 
original CFA data in the demosaicked image x , the decryption 
function (.)df  in (4) should be defined as follows: 

 

(2 1,2 )1 (2 ,2 1)3
( , ) (2 1,2 )1 (2 ,2 1)3

(2 1,2 )1 (2 ,2 1)3

1 if  
( , )

0 if  

B B
u v u vB B

u v d u v u v B B
u v u v

x x
m f x x

x x
− −

− −
− −

≠
= ∈

=
 (5) 

 
Thus, (4) and (5) constitute a universal extraction tool for the 

metadata information embedded via (3). It is evident that the 
proposed approach recovers the original metadata allowing thus 
for perfect reconstruction of essential embedded information. 
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 15. Test color images (a,b) and the binary metadata images (c,d). 

(a) Lighthouse, (b) Train, (c) Text, (d) Shape. 
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Fig. 14. Block scheme representation of the proposed metadata 

extraction procedure. 
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Fig. 16. Evaluation procedure. 

Fig. 14 depicts a system level diagram of the proposed 
metadata extraction procedure. The metadata extraction 
process starts with the separation of the original R and B CFA 
components. Since these components are not affected by the 
demosaicking procedure, they are present in both CFA and 
demosaicked images. In the next step, the R and B CFA 
components undergo (2) in order to extract the corresponding  
LSB values which are used in the sequence to decrypt the 
metadata bits ( , )u vm  via (4) or (5). The metadata decryption 
step completes the proposed extraction procedure and recovers 
the original metadata information. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To examine the performance of the proposed CFA image 
indexing solution, a number of color and binary test images 
have been used. Examples such as the 512 512×  color images 
Lighthouse and Train depicted in Figs. 15a,b are used to 
represent the captured scenario. These test images, which vary 
in color appearance and complexity of the structural content 
(edges), have been captured using three-sensor devices and 
normalized to 8-bit per channel RGB representation. The 
256 256×  binary images Text and Shape which are used to 
simulate the metadata, are shown in Figs. 15c,d. The use of the 
metadata information in the form of a binary text image and 
the various geometrical shapes allows for the demonstration of 
the robustness of the proposed CFA indexing approach. 

Please note that the objective of the experimentation 
presented in the sequence, is not to evaluate the performance 
of the demosaicking solutions. This problem was addressed, 
from a demosaicking [5],[7], spectral modelling [7],[15],[18] 
and postprocessing [18] point of view, in our previous works. 
In this section, we intent to demonstrate that the proposed CFA 
indexing solution preserves the perceptual quality of the CFA 
and most importantly, that our method does not affect the 
perceptual quality of the demosaicked images. 

Fig. 16 visualizes the evaluation procedure used in this 
paper. A set of test images, such as those shown in Fig. 15, is 
constituted. Mosaic versions of the 1 2K K×  original color 
images o  are created by discarding color information in a 
GRGR phased Bayer CFA filter (Fig. 1) resulting in the CFA 
image z  with pixels ( , )r sz  defined as follows [5],[7]: 

 

( , )1

( , ) ( , )3

( , )2

for  odd and  even,

for  even and  odd,

otherwise.

r s

r s r s

r s

o r s

z o r s

o

=  (6) 

 
where ( , )r s ko  denotes the R ( 1k = ), G ( 2k = ) and B ( 3k = ) 
component of the original color vector ( , ) ( , )1 ( , )2 ( , )3[ , , ]r s r s r s r so o o=o  
with 11, 2,...,r K=  and 21,2,...,s K= . The indexed version of 
the CFA image z  is produced via the proposed CFA image 
solution (3) with the 1 2/ 2 / 2K K×  binary image m , which is 
formed by the metadata bits ( , )u vm . The demosaicked and 
indexed demosaicked images are obtained from x  applying 
the identical demosaicking solution to process the non-indexed 
(“original”) and indexed CFA image. The difference in 
performance between the two approaches is measured using  
both objective and subjective criteria, by comparing the 
quality of the demosaicked images against the indexed 
demosaicked images. 
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(a) (c)  (e)

(b) (d)  (f)

Fig. 17. Cropped areas of the CFA images corresponding to the image 

Lighthouse (a,c,e) and Train (b,d,f). The images shown in (a,b) contains 

non-indexed data, while (c,d) and (e,f) correspond to the data indexed via 

the binary image Text and Shape, respectively. 

The mean absolute error (MAE), the mean square error (MSE) 
and the normalized color difference (NCD) criterion are used here 
to objectively measure the difference between non-indexed and 
indexed demosaicked images. These objective criteria are 
commonly used in the image processing community and the 
interesting reader can find their definition in our previous works, 
e.g. [5],[7]. It should be emphasized that the MAE and MSE 
criteria are used to measure the difference between the two images 
in the RGB color space. To measure this difference in units 
corresponding to human perception, the NCD criterion, defined in 
the perceptually uniform CIE LUV color space is used. 

To perform the demosaicking step, the following three 
algorithms, namely the bilinear interpolation (BI) [6], the 
Kimmel’s algorithm (KA) [17] and the correlation-correction 
approach (CCA) [5] have been used. The above set of the 
demosaicking solutions includes the simplest BI scheme, the 
sophisticated KA scheme, and the CCA scheme which is one of 
the most powerful demosaicking solutions. 

Tables I and II summarize the objective results obtained using 
the test images shown in Fig. 15. It can be observed that there is a 
negligible difference between the non-indexed and indexed 
demosaicked images. Moreover, the use of statistically different 
color images as well as the use of different metadata images does 
not change the results. This suggests that the proposed CFA image 
indexing approach is sufficiently robust to handle different 
imaging scenarios and different types of metadata information  

Fig. 17 allows for the visual comparisons of the “original” and 
indexed CFA images. From the presented examples it is evident 
that there is no difference between non-indexed and indexed CFA 
data from a human visual perception point of view. This is due to 
the fact that: i) the CFA data constitute a mosaic of the gray-scale 
intensities corresponding to different spectral bands, and ii) the 
indexing was performed on the LSB plane of the chrominance (R, 
B) signals and not on the G channel that dominates the luminance 
information. 

 

Since most captured images are intended for human 
inspection in the full color, RGB format, Figs. 18-19 facilitate 
the visual comparison of the demosaicked images. The results 
indicate that it is impossible to visually determine which 
demosaicked image contains the embedded metadata. Built on 
the excellent design characteristics of the proposed CFA image 
indexing solution, the subsequent demosaicking step never 
introduces additional impairments or degradation of the visual 
quality other than those introduced by the demosaicking solution 
while it operates on the non-indexed CFA data. 

Finally, the proposed solution is computationally efficient 
since the execution of the developed indexing tool on a PC with 
an Intel Pentium IV 2.40 GHz CPU, 512 MB RAM, Windows 
XP operating system and MS Visual C++ 5.0 programming 
environment, took (on average) 0.086 (in the indexing phase) 
and 0.040 sec (in the extraction phase) per a 512 512×  input 
image with and a 256 256×  metadata image. 

In the summary, the following conclusions can be drawn: i) 
the use of proposed image indexing concept preserves both 
spectral and spatial information of the captured image, ii) the 
proposed indexing solution does not introduce any side effect 
nor decrease the measured and/or visual quality of the captured 
image, and iii) the approach is sufficiently robust and 
computationally efficient.  

V. CONCLUSION 

A unique CFA image indexing approach was introduced. The 
approach utilizes powerful secret sharing concepts to embed 
metadata into the single-sensor captured image. By processing 
the LSB plane of the R and B CFA components, the metadata 
information is, in an imperceivable to humans way, embedded in 
the CFA domain. The extraction procedure recovers the original 
metadata from either indexed CFA or demosaicked image. The 
extracted metadata can be used: i) as security feature, ii) to 
facilitate indexing and retrieval in personal imaging databases, 
iii) to prove ownership of produced digital data and equipment, 
and iv) for forensic examination of information. The efficiency 
and versatility of the proposed framework make our approach 
ideal for a new generation of consumer electronics. 

TABLE I 

COMPARISON OF THE METHODS USING THE LIGHTHOUSE IMAGE  

Metadata 
Image 

Method MAE MSE NCD 

BI 0.255 0.260 0.00435 
KA 0.431 0.604 0.00514 Text 

CCA 0.299 0.306 0.00345 
BI 0.257 0.260 0.00430 
KA 0.430 0.604 0.00507 Shape 

CCA 0.302 0.309 0.00341 

 
TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF THE METHODS USING THE TRAIN IMAGE  

Metadata 
Image 

Method MAE MSE NCD 

BI 0.286 0.290 0.00566 
KA 0.460 0.824 0.00710 Text 

CCA 0.331 0.344 0.00473 
BI 0.286 0.290 0.00555 
KA 0.458 0.715 0.00697 Shape 

CCA 0.332 0.345 0.00464 
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(a) (e)

(b) (e)
 

Fig. 18. Cropped areas of the demosaicked images Lighthouse: (a) KA, (b) CCA; with the left, middle and right column corresponding to non-

indexed data, data indexed using the binary image Text, and data indexed using the binary image Shape 

(a) (e)

(b) (e)  
Fig. 19. Cropped areas of the demosaicked images Train: (a) BI, (b) CCA; with the left, middle and right column corresponding to non-indexed 

data, data indexed using the binary image Text, and data indexed using the binary image Shape 
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